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SCANIA UPTIME
PARTS AND SERVICES

NO NEED TO FEAR THE INVOICE

INTRODUCING
SCANIA
FLEETCARE
SEE PAGE 3 FOR DETAILS

SEE PAGE 4 & 5 FOR OFFERS

ONLY SERVICE WHEN IT’S NEEDED
SEE PAGES 6 FOR DETAILS

ARE YOU WASTING OIL?
SEE PAGE 7 FOR DETAILS

SCANIA ACCESSORIES MAKE IT YOURS
SEE PAGE 10 FOR OFFERS

SCANIA OIL FILTER KIT FOR ONLY $1
SEE PAGE 6 FOR LIMITED OFFER

CONSUMABLES

SCANIA LDF3
FULLY SYNTHETIC
ENGINE OIL

10 LITRE ADBLUE
"HANDY PACK”

5 LITRE
TOP UP PACK

ADBLUE10

2405795

$18.99 EACH

$59 EACH

3 Includes pouring spout
3 New Product

3 Better service intervals
3 Higher engine protection

WINDSCREEN
WASHER FLUID

SCANIA COOLANT
5 LITRE
TOP UP PACK

2202123

1921955

$9

.99

EACH

$29 EACH

3 Prevent streaking,
judder noise and film.

INCLUDES
FITMENT

WIPER BLADE SET
REPLACEMENT (PGR + 4 SERIES)
185000002061

$79 EACH
3 Advanced rubber technology for
optimum performance.
3 Prevent streaking, judder noise
and film.

BULB AND FUSE KIT
$49
LED Headlights

2402377

$79
H7 Headlights

2402374
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FROM

$49

INTRODUCING
SCANIA FLEET CARE

$45

*

THE TOTAL FLEET SOLUTION

per chassis
per month

No matter what your fleet looks like, it needs to be looked after and
maintained on multiple levels. This is something many fleet owners feel is
taking considerable time from other important business matters. So imagine
everything being taken care of by someone who has easy and reliable access
to Scania’s global network of service and technical knowledge. We offer
scalable, flexible support to maximise the uptime of your fleet, giving you
peace-of-mind to focus on what you do best and using economies of scale to
your benefit. And that’s with just a single point of contact.
With Scania Fleet Care you don’t have to worry about managing the service of
your fleet. We’ll take care of everything from helping you in a few areas to
assuming the complete responsibility for repair and maintenance — for a part
of the fleet or the whole fleet regardless of brands or the vehicles’ age.
Monitoring the conditions of your vehicles on a daily basis, along with planning
and performing the right activities at the right time will not only keep your
fleet in top condition, it will also maximise uptime — making your fleet as
available as possible during business hours. That means more time spent
earning money for you. Think of us as your highly effective F1 engineering
team! Optimised pitstops are crucial if you want to win the race.
If you have any questions on Scania Fleet Care, please
email uptime@scania.com.au or go to www.scania.com.au

SERVICE PLANNING

Scania Assistance
Breakdown
management

Dedicated Fleet Manager
for central co-ordination
and planning

Defect reporting for
drivers with Scania
Fleet Management app

Ancillary equipment
- e.g. bodywork and
trailers

Accident damage
management

Repairs
scheduling

Maintenance and
statutory tests

Monitoring of fleet health
and remote diagnostics

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Additional
preventative
maintenance

KPI reports
tailored to your
operation

Trend
analysis

Operational
analysis

Asset
performance

Elimination of
waste

*Customer needs to be on Scania Control Fleet Management Subscription.
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FIXED PRICE REPAIR

includes 2 year warranty
No need to fear the invoice
When you choose one of Scania Australia’s
factory-owned branches (or participating
Authorised Dealers) to undertake a repair on
your Scania P, G or R-series truck, we can give
you a guaranteed fixed price upfront for the repair
and as a result you receive significant savings.
No ifs. No buts.
Quite simply, our Scania fixed price repairs include
the cost of all parts, labour and consumables.
Plus you receive a 2 year unlimited kilometres
parts and labour warranty, when fitted by a Scania
Branch or participating Authorised Dealer. And the
invoice you receive will match the quotation exactly
– so there won’t be any unpleasant surprises.
How does that sound?

CLUTCH KIT
REPLACEMENT (PGR + 4 SERIES)
SERVICE EXCHANGE
Includes clutch, pressure plate & release bearing.
$2,299 fitted
No retarder

(Excl. Core Charge)

$2,499 fitted
With retarder

FITTED
FROM

$2,299

#

OPTIONAL BRAKE ROLLER TEST ONLY $99

AVAILABLE
FOR TRUCK
AND BUS

We have worked out our prices using our global
expertise, leveraging the benefit of more than 1600
workshops worldwide who are experts at keeping
Scania trucks on the road.
We know exactly how long a repair should take to
carry out. And if it takes a bit longer, we bear the
additional cost – not you.
Some repairs involve “related parts” that should be
changed at the same time, and these are always
included in the fixed price.
And if during a repair we discover another procedure
that should be carried out, we will give you a fixed
price for that too, before we carry out the work.

BRAKE PADS
SUPPLIED & FITTED
Truck or Bus

AXLE
$579* PER
FITTED

Give us call and we'll give you a quote
you won’t find anywhere else.

AIRBAG
$499 fitted
1 only (1 Airbag)

3 Provides maximum driving
comfort, service life, safety and
correct axle weight display
regardless of road conditions .

OR
$899 fitted
1 axle set (2 Airbags)
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FITTED
FROM

$499*

TURBO CHARGER
REPLACEMENT (PGR + 4 SERIES)
SERVICE EXCHANGE
Includes oil & filter change
$1,899 fitted
DC16 PDE
01308101
$1,699 fitted
H/duty, 9, 11,
01308102
12L PDE/HPI
$1,499 fitted
9, 11, 12L PDE/ HPI
01308103
$1,799 fitted
H/duty DT12
01308104
$1,599 fitted
DT12
01308105
$3,999 fitted
9, 13L XPI normal duty 01308110
$4,399 fitted
H/duty 9, 13L XPI
01308111
(Excl. Core Charge)
FITTED
FROM

$1,499

#

GENUINE
IS BEST
Patrik Tharna is
Scania Australia’s
Director of Aftersales,
which is a critically
important area of the
Scania business.
Q. Why is Aftersales so important to Scania?
A.	Essentially we keep the Scania bus, truck and
engines fleet running. Our technicians in Scania
branches and at independent dealers ensure your
vehicle or engine is maintained using the right
tools and the right service parts. We also provide
factory-standard training to ensure our
technicians keep up-to-date with new technology.
Q. How has Aftersales been performing?
A. We have been selling record numbers of trucks
and buses, so demand for our parts and services
has been growing. Many customers understand
the importance of fitting genuine replacement
parts to keep the quality and secure operational
uptime and safety.
Q. What is the key Scania Aftersales promise?

GEARBOX
REPLACEMENT (PGR + 4 SERIES)
SERVICE EXCHANGE
GRSO905 gearbox

05008151

GRSO925 gearbox

05008151

(Excludes Core Charge,
Range change and Retarder)

$14,999

#

EACH FITTED

A. We deliver operators uptime, on a predictable
basis. We also have technology in our vehicles
that let us know when a service is due, so it can
be planned for, and thus the vehicle will be off the
road for the shortest possible time. We always
use genuine parts and deliver high-quality
service through our highly-trained technicians,
backed by skilled parts and service advisors.
Q. What’s new for Scania Aftersales in 2020?
A. We are rolling out our new Fleet Care package
which effectively transfers fleet maintenance
management to Scania so that the customer can
focus on doing what they do best, running their
business, while we do what we do best, keeping
their trucks and buses running smoothly. We’re
also introducing a new maintenance offer for
owners of older Scanias, to ensure they’re
focused on maintaining their vehicles with the
correct parts at an affordable price.

TRUCK DIFFERENTIAL

Q. What are you looking forward to most in 2020?

REPLACEMENT (PGR + 4 SERIES)
SERVICE EXCHANGE

A. We have built a good working relationship with
many of our customers and I look forward to
continuing to earn the loyalty and respect of our
customers by delivering what they need, when
they need it. We see ourselves as partners in
their quest for commercial success.

RB662 3.07, RB662 3.42 (Front Diff Only)
08058151
3 Tandem bogie without hub
reduction.

$10,999

#

EACH FITTED
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SERVICE

WHAT IS SCANIA
MAINTENANCE
WITH FLEXIBLE
PLANS
Increased Profitability
Maximise your Uptime

Oil and
Filter Kit
COMBO

Oil Filter Kit available for $1
when you purchase 2 x
20 litre Drums of LDF3 Oil
(supply only)

Tailored plan via Operating Data

$379

Servicing when required
Instead of service intervals based on set kilometres,
and standard predefined service sheets, with Scania
Maintenance with Flexible Plans, vehicles are called
in for service when the operating data indicates that
maintenance is needed. This means the vehicle
receives exactly the maintenance it needs when it
needs it and, in most cases, delivers increased
uptime by spending less time at the workshop.

HVAC

SERVICE
(HEATING, VENTILATION & AIR CONDITIONING)

This new technology continuously monitors the
vehicle's operating data which makes it possible to
determine with a great deal of precision when various
maintenance operations need to be carried out.
A Scania service agreement including flexible
maintenance plans means that the operator does
not have to keep track of when the vehicle needs to
be serviced; instead he or she is contacted by
Scania when it is time for a service and advised how
long the vehicle will be needed.
No business is quite like the other. Different routes,
driving styles and environments all affect the wear
and tear on your vehicles. Using real-time vehicle
data, we tailor maintenance plans that ensure
downtime only when a vehicle needs service, and at
a convenient time for your business. This maximises
your productivity and reduces any disruption to the
normal running of your business.
With a service plan that is updated on a weekly
basis and sent to the vehicle, Fleet Management
Portal and all Scania workshops, you can rest
assured that maintenance is always up to date –
even when the conditions change.
If you have any questions on Scania Maintenance
with Flexible Plans, please email Scania at
uptime@scania.com.au
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EACH
COMBO

FROM

$579^

18755045

n

HVAC system pressure check

n

Condenser and evaporator inspection

n

Receiver/drier replacement (if required)

n

Re-gas

n

Full HVAC system function check

^ HVAC Service Offer Price based on Scania P, G & R and NTG Series models.
Trading Authorisation Number AU07116 Exp 12/12/2021.
Valid until 30/6/20.

PARTS

DID YOU KNOW?
SPRING BOLT
3TB, 4TB, PGR, FKN

2085822

3TB, 4TB, PGR, FKN
Lower left rear shackle

2097424

Are you overfilling your vehicle with oil, burning
not only oil but your hard earned money when
you just don’t need to? Here are a few tips to save
you both time and money when topping up your
vehicle with oil.
n

 he engine oil level must be checked on the
T
dipstick when the vehicle is on a flat surface and
the engine is at operating temperature at least
three minutes after shutdown.

n

Never top up your oil until the level has dropped
close or on the minimum mark.

n

Make sure that you use only the approved engine
oil for your particular vehicle when topping up.
Mixing different grades of oil should be avoided
at all costs.

n

For a list of Scania approved and recommended
engine oil please contact your local Scania
Branch or Dealer.

$125 EACH

SHOCK
ABSORBER KIT
PGR

2246142

PGR

2246143

PGR

2246154

PGR

2246155

$299 EACH
3 Includes rubbers and hardware.
3 Improve ride comfort and
road handling.

PARKING BRAKE VALVE
PGR, FKN 		

1882111

For vehicles without trailer brakes and
interlock valve. Parking brake without
check position.

$399 EACH
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GENUINE PARTS

AIR FILTER
$109 each
4T, PGR, Non Fire

1869993

Retardant 13m²

SERVICE EXCHANGE

Air Cleaner

4TB, PGR, FKN,
I&M (600cc)

$125 each
4T, PGR, Fire

0571228

1869995

$999

Retardant 13m²

#

Air Cleaner

FROM

AIR COMPRESSOR

EACH

(Excl. Core Charge)

$109

3 Ensure optimal brake system
performance.

3 New Genuine Scania Air Filters
offer improved engine efficiency,
better fuel consumption and
reduces wear of parts such as
pistons and turbo chargers.

AIR DRYER
PROTECTION
FILTER
4TB, PGR, FKN, NTG

UNI JOINT
$195 each
2562323

2397361

3T, 4T, NTG, P500

2397362

$225 each

$59 EACH

3T, 4T, PGR, NTG, P600

3 Scania air dryer filters stop up
to 99.95% of all particles from
reaching the air filter cartridge.

FROM

1879541

$195

FUEL FILTER

CAB FILTERS
PGR

1913500

4TB, PGR, FKN

1913503

$35 EACH
3 Helps trap dirt, dust, pollen
and exhaust gases that may
find their way into the
ventilation system.
3 Makes the interior of your cab
a healthier, safer place.
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3TB, 4T, NTG, P400

$29 each
4TB, PGR, FKN, I&M (PDE) 1873018
$35 each
4T, PGR, FKN (HPI)

FROM

1873016

$29

3 You should always use Scania
filters. Cheaper, inferior filters
can lead to lower vehicle
efficiency and could result in
expensive damage to major
components on your vehicle.

OIL FILTER
$29 each

2059778

$39 each

2625884

$49 each

2002705

FROM

$29

3 Scania oil filters are designed
to reduce the wear and tear on
your engine. They resist engine
vibration, shockwaves from
oil pumps and the stresses
associated with cold engine
starts. This makes for reduced
repair and maintenance costs.

BRAKE PAD KIT
4TB, PGR, FKN, NTG

2325212

CITY Bus

2325213

$259 EACH

WHEEL SPEED SENSOR KIT
$349 each
1892051
3TB, 4T, PGR, ANGLED - L = 1500MM
$349 each
1892057
4T, PGR, STRAIGHT - L = 1650MM
$449 each
1892058
4T, PGR, STRAIGHT - L = 2675MM
$449 each
1892059
4T, PGR, STRAIGHT - L = 3400MM

AVAILABLE
FOR TRUCK
AND BUS

FROM

BRAKE DISC

$349

4TB, PGR, FKN, NTG
Not ZF rear axle

1889543

$299 EACH

HOSES
Hoses
$26.99
$35.99
$59.99
$79.99
$89.99
$89.99

PGRT
PGRT, FKN
PGRT, FKN
PGRT, FKN
Series 3 Bus
Series 3 Bus

1379861
1535402
1721070
1338076
0337577
0349110

Flexible Hose
$199.00 PGRT, FKN

2057832

EGR Hose
$299.00 PGRT, FKN

1815587

FROM

$26.99

BRAKE DRUM
3TB, 4TB, PGR, NTG
(7 Inch)

1414152

3TB, 4TB, PGR, NTG
(8 Inch)

2378715

$275 EACH
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PARTS
ACCESSORIES

MAKE IT YOURS

WHEEL NUTS STAINLESS STEEL
The right caps protect the wheel
nuts and also create a smarter
appearance. Stainless steel and
Scania logotype in relief. Suitable
for both truck and bus. Supplied in
packages of 10 caps.

You don’t need bling to make your Scania sing.
Just a short visit to the Genuine Scania Accessories
catalogue to pick up a few of the choice items
pre-selected to make your truck even more
uniquely yours.

For New Truck Generation model
and PGRT series

Genuine Scania Accessories are high quality,

1872116

reliable and fit first-time. They’re designed to

$39 EACH
PACK OF 10

integrate with the original equipment on your truck,
so they’ll perform perfectly from day one.
Whether it’s a weather shield, wheel nut cover
package, headlamp cover or LED work light, the
Genuine Scania Accessories range will light up your
life. And best of all, your Scania dealer can fit these
for you, fast. Don’t flirt with inferior parts, keep your
Scania pure: The way nature intended. And don’t
forget that Genuine Scania Accessories come with
a guarantee, so whatever the conditions, you’ll be
covered. Just like the headlight lenses.
Genuine Scania Accessories add convenience,
class and peace-of-mind.

TABLET HOLDER KIT

2020 ACCESSORIES
BOOKLET
Ask for a copy TODAY or download
at scania.com.au/brochures

The kit consists of the tablet holder as well as the parts needed for installation
in the instrument panel. The tablet holder consists of a jointed support arm and
a holder than can be tilted upwards and downwards as well as rotated 360° in
order to achieve the optimum position. The maximum load the tablet holder can
support is 800 grams. No Tablets or wiring for charging are included.
For New Truck Generation
models only
2674928

$279 EACH

EASY TO
INSTALL

WEATHERSHIELDS
Made from durable plastic. Stylish and wider full size design helps protects
you from the rain, dust and sun. While enjoying the fresh air as you drive.
For New Truck Generation models only
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Left side

L83527

Right side

L83526

$99.99 EACH

INCLUDES
FITTING

SHEEPSKIN
SEAT COVER
OEKO-TEX certified and fulfils
REACH. Origin: Australia.
The Scania sheepskin seat cover
ensures that you can sit more
comfortably during long drives.
Wool’s warming and cooling
properties makes the seat
pleasurable in all temperatures,
as it has the ability to absorb
moisture. The sheepskin cover
is also pressure-relieving
For New Truck Generation
model and PGRT series
183500001061

$429 EACH
FITTED

Scania Genuine Parts Terms and Conditions
Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian
Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure.
You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be
of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure. Subject
to any such non-excludable rights and this express Warranty, all other terms,
warranties, conditions, representations and undertakings (express or implied)
which may lawfully be negated, excluded, modified, limited or restricted from and
in relation to the sale of your Scania part/s are hereby to the extent permitted
by law (but not otherwise) negated, excluded, modified, and restricted and the
Company’s liability shall, whenever permitted by law, be limited to the repair or
replacement of any defective or faulty part or the payment of the cost of any
such repair or replacement as the Company in its sole discretion determines to
be appropriate. Scania Australia Pty Ltd (the Company) warrants that each new
Scania Spare Part sold by it or any of its Branches or Authorised Distributors/
Dealers to be free from defects in material and workmanship under normal
use and service, its obligation under this warranty being limited to repairing
or replacing, as hereinafter provided, at its option, at the Company’s Branch
or Authorised Distributors/Dealers discretion any part or parts found to the
Company’s satisfaction to be defective upon examination by it.

* Fixed Price Repairs Terms and Conditions
1. 	Scania Australia standard terms and conditions of sale apply.
These are available online at www.scania.com.au
2.

Applies to Retail sales only.

3.

Available at participating branches and dealers only.

4. 	Fitted prices include inspection, diagnosis, verbal assessment,
Scania approved parts, labour and consumables.
5.

All prices include GST.

6. 	The published prices apply to the job shown (part numbers & RTS codes) and
do not apply to other similar products available from Scania.
7. 	The Fitted Price Repair special offer pricing cannot be used in conjunction
with any other discount or promotion.
8. 	Fixed Price Repair pricing is part of a promotional offer, which can be
withdrawn at any time. In the event Scania Australia chooses to withdraw the
promotion, then notice will be issued via the website: www.scania.com.au .
This would not affect any pre-existing or accepted work agreed to by Scania
Australia for the duration of the promotion.

WASTE BIN WITH COVER
The waste bin is produced to fit the door pocket in the NTG, P/G/R/S cab.
It can also be used in other locations, thanks to the Velcro strap on the rear.
It is made of sand coloured plastic to match the cab interior. The waste bin
holds approximately 1.25 litres and has a cover to seal in unpleasant odours.
For New Truck Generation
models only
2117011

$79 EACH

9. 	Scania Australia may in the future alter any terms of this promotion without
notice and in the event Scania Australia chooses to alter the terms of this
promotion, then notice will be issued via the website: www.scania.com.au.
This would not affect any pre-existing or accepted work agreed to by Scania
Australia for the duration of the promotion.
10. 	All prices assume presentation of the vehicle, by the customer,
to the repairing workshop.
11. 	Additional breakdown related charges will apply if the vehicle has suffered an
involuntary stop at the roadside.
12. T
 he Fixed Price Repairs published are created using Scania’s standard times
based on standard Scania vehicle specifications and do not include any
additional labour required for the removal of catwalks, ancillary equipment,
bodywork, superstructures or any non-standard equipment fitted to the
vehicle. Additional time required to complete the job in respect of these items
will be agreed with the customer prior to any work being carried out.
13. 	Mineral oils are used in all circumstances. Fixed Price Repairs do not include
semi synthetic or fully synthetic oils. If these oils are required the difference in
price between mineral oil and the semi synthetic or fully synthetic oils will
be charged.
14. 	All information is believed to be correct at the time of going to press, however,
Scania reserve the right to introduce at any time modifications of changes to
the jobs and or programme as part of a policy of continuous improvement.
#
PLEASE NOTE: Refundable core fees will be charged at the time of product
purchase and will show as a separate line item on your invoice. Core fee credit
will be applied to the customer account or invoice when cores are received
subject to the following conditions: Cores must be complete, fully assembled,
drained of fluids and in rebuildable condition and chassis number and mileage
information must also be provided. Burnt products or any cores that are broken
damaged or destroyed by incorrect use, dismantling, handling or transportation
will not be accepted.

HEADLIGHT PROTECTOR
Made from durable plastic. Protects headlights from cracks and scratches.
Perfectly fits the design of the truck you won’t even know it’s there.

Prices within the promotion include GST and conclude end of June 30th 2020,
or while stocks last. Images in this brochure are for display purposes only and
may not represent actual products. Offers available from your authorised Scania
branch or participating dealers. Prices and specifications were correct at the time
of printing and are subject to change without notice. For a full list of Scania terms
and conditions please go to scania.com.au. RTA # AU07116.

For New Truck Generation models only
Left side

L83529

Right side

L83530

$59.99 EACH

Phone 1300 SCANIA or visit scania.com.au to find your local
Scania Branch or Authorised Scania Dealer
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I’m
Scania
I’VE BEEN TRAINED BY SCANIA TO CARRY OUT
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS TO THE HIGHEST
STANDARDS, BY THE PEOPLE WHO DESIGNED
AND ENGINEERED THE TRUCKS, SO YOU’LL GET
THE VERY BEST TECHNICAL EXPERTISE AVAILABLE.

Scania is constantly monitoring 400,000 trucks globally, so we know how
to deliver you the uptime you need to keep your business moving, no matter
your application. And when you service your truck with Scania, the cost is
the same at each of our company-owned branches, country-wide.

FOR THE ONLY BUSINESS
THAT MATTERS. YOURS.
VICTORIA
Scania Campbellfield
Tel: (03) 9217 3300
Scania Dandenong
Tel: (03) 9217 3600
Scania Laverton
Tel: (03) 9369 8666
SAU2020-8-Uptime 17

NEW SOUTH WALES
Scania Prestons
Tel: (02) 9825 7900
Scania Newcastle
Tel: (02) 9825 7940

QUEENSLAND
Scania Richlands
Tel: (07) 3712 8500
Scania Pinkenba
Tel: (07) 3712 7900

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Scania Wingfield
Tel: (08) 8406 0200
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Scania Kewdale
Tel: (08) 9360 8500

Steven Spence
Scania Technician
Scania Australia

